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POLICY OBJECTIVE
To ensure the fair selection of a Queensland representative team that is based on clear and explicit,
performance based criteria.
POLICY
At the time of writing this policy, the rules of Ice Skating Australia allow Ice Skating Queensland to nominate
up to four entries to the Australian Figure Skating Championships, or up to five entries if Ice Skating
Queensland is hosting the event (ISA by law 610).
Effective immediately, Ice Skating Queensland does not intend to nominate more entries than these
allocations, but reserves its right to do so in its absolute discretion (and if invited to do so by Ice Skating
Australia).
The following criteria will apply in nominating entries for all events / divisions in Australian Figure Skating
Championships:
1.

Results in the Queensland Figure Skating Championships in that year.
Placement of 1-4 (or 1-5 if ISQ is hosting Australian Figure Skating Championships) is not
determinative of nomination. All criteria will be assessed.

2.

The achievement of benchmark scores in the Queensland Figure Skating Championships.
Benchmark scores will be released prior to commencement of Queensland Figure Skating
Championships.

3.

Results achieved at previous Australian Figure Skating Championships and overseas
competitions.

Irrespective of individual placing, athletes will be nominated only for the event / division in which they
competed in the Queensland Championships in that year.
Athletes (or teams in the case of Synchronized Skating) must skate all components of their event at the
QFSC, to be eligible for nomination to the AFSC.
Members of Ice Skating Queensland, nominated by Queensland to the Australian Figure Skating
Championships shall not skate for another State at AFSC in Synchronized, Singles, Pairs or Dance in that
year.
REASONING
To encourage skater’s best performances at the Queensland Championships.
ISQ provides significant funding and facilities to our skaters and is entitled to expect loyalty to
Queensland and its Nationals Team for that support.
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